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20WAYS TO IMPROVE PATIENT CARE & PHARMACY PROFITABILITY

Uniweb creates dynamic and flexible modular rooms, storage bays, counters, 
retail fixtures, lock-ups, and consultation spaces delivering maximum 
work-flow and efficiency. Infinite room sizes, aesthetics, and equipment 
configurations are available!

RX Rooms, Counters, and 
Retail Fixtures Expertly 
Crafted by Uniweb, Inc.

Founded: 1970
Employees: 100+
Toll-Free Phone: (800) 486-4932
Address:  222 South Promenade Avenue 

Corona, CA 92879
Website: uniwebinc.com

Company Background
n Strong as Steel for Over 50 Years
Founded in 1970, Uniweb is the design and manufacturing expert of  
unrivaled quality fixtures and rooms. Whether it’s new construction, 
relocation, or renovation, Uniweb offers a complete line of  fixture 
solutions and innovative designers to guide you to success.

With Uniweb, retailers will future-proof  and optimize their existing 
space by re-imagining their approach and employing more profitable, 
high-density fixtures. Their factory-built custom units deliver long-
lasting fixtures that can easily be reconfigured and updated, giving your 
space the resources to grow as your sales demands change.

Another significant feature of  Uniweb is the company’s domestic 
sourcing and operations, which allow for a turnkey approach. Made 
in America means that in a matter of  weeks — as opposed to months 
— Uniweb designs, builds, ships, and installs fixtures that satisfy retailers’ 
operational requirements and help merchants achieve sales goals.

Product Overview
n Uniweb is the Multi-Tool of the Fixturing Industry
Uniweb creates complete modular rooms, clean-line wall storage panels, 
retail merchandising, RX fixtures, behind-the-scene storage, locking 
cabinets, and adjustable height workstations. The walls, counters, cabinets, 
shelving, and accessories provide unlimited expansible flexibility, while 
giving you the freedom to design and equip your space for unsurpassed 
utility and appearance at an affordable price.

Uniweb RX systems hold more products in the same footprint over 
conventional systems, resulting in more profit to the bottom line!

Features & Options
n Why Use Uniweb RX Systems?
Uniweb products are designed with fewer components, engineered with 
tight tolerances, come prewired with data and electrical lines, and are 
easy to install — reducing administrative and construction costs. Uniweb 
offers a host of  products for retailers looking to expand their pharmacy 
section without any dramatic increase in space allocation.

Uniweb RX bay systems do not have a break inbetween and behind 
bays, maintaining uninterrupted inventory shelving. Pharmacy staff 
does not need to remove drugs from the Rx tray when repositioning 
and can place trays on the panel to accommodate the tallest bottle, 
meaning no wasted space. This system will increase product storage by 
a minimum of  17% to 25% and, in some cases, by as much as 50%. 
Uniweb is synonymous with flexibility and durability. Uniweb’s modular 
components can adapt using existing fixtures in your present footprint.

Additional Product Modules
n Beyond The Pharmacy.
Uniweb’s retrofit team will give your store a face-lift, while increasing product 
facings, using the same footprint and existing fixtures. More importantly, the 
panels will never rip or tear!

For merchandisers wishing to expand or enhance existing display 
fixtures, Uniweb offers several retrofit options.

Variety Panel: Continuous channels and no upright interruptions, this 
all-steel merchandiser dramatically increases product facings by 17% 
or more! Installation is as easy as attaching appropriate brackets and 
inserting them into your existing upright unit. 
Allied Panel: Short insert hooks welded directly into the panel frame 
allow panels to easily lock into existing uprights. Panels may also extend 
beyond gondola height, creating additional merchandising space. 
Insert Panel: Replaces torn and inefficient pegboard. Simply remove 
pegboard and insert Uniweb into existing store uprights, permitting the 
use of  existing shelving.
Pushing Density To The Limit!

Markets Served
Pharmacy, Hospital, Clinics, Retail, Point of  Sale, and OTC

Trade Shows/Meetings Attended
• NACDS TSE: August 12-14, San Diego
• HealthPoint: September 10-13, San Antonio

Ordering Information
Call�(800)�486-4932�or�find�us�at�www.uniwebinc.com.�Uniweb�provides�
a wide variety of American-made shelving and accessories options.  
Their dedicated sales executive can advise you as to the utility and cost. 
Give us your challenges!




